Agenda

• Texas A&M’s DPN Usage (Sean Buckner)
• TDL Digital Preservation Email List
• Dataverse Community Meeting
• TCDL Post-Conference Update
• TDL DSpace Education WG Report
• Upcoming Fedora Camp Texas
• TDL Staffing Updates
Digital Preservation Network

- Non-commercial
- Distributed across multiple memory institutions, technologies and geographic regions
  - 3 of HathiTrust, APTrust, UCSD, Stanford, and TPN
- Active preservation – intermittent auditing
- Stewardship succession
- Active influential membership community, professionally aligned with memory institutions
- Up front payment – covers 20 years
- TDL members upload from the DuraCloud dashboard
DPN

Digital Preservation Service

TAMU Libraries

Sean Buckner
TAMU Libraries, Digital Preservation

- DPN Membership
- TDL Membership
- Technological Infrastructure
- Digital Preservation Policies
- Considerations
- Implementation
Membership in DPN and TDL

- **DPN**
  - Charter member
  - 5 TB allocation per year
  - 20 year service term
  - Through TDL / TPN

- **TDL**
  - Regular sustaining member
  - $ allocation per year (S3 / Glacier / TACC)
  - DuraCloud™@TDL
Technological Infrastructure

Archivematica → Local storage → DuraCloud™@TDL → DPN

→ Local storage → DuraCloud™@TDL → AWS/Glacier

→ Local storage
Digital Preservation Policy

- Standards / best practices
- Draft form
- Digital preservation tiers 1-3

Digital Preservation Policy Framework

1.1 Mission Statement

It is the vision of the University Libraries to be the indispensable hub of discovery, learning, and creativity at Texas A&M University (TAMU). A key pillar of this vision is to provide the University with a distinguished collection of information resources unbounded by place and preserved for future generations. The preservation of digital content within the overall collection is the responsibility of the Libraries’ Preservation Unit, dedicated to its Digital Preservation Division, which aims to safeguard the integrity of born-digital and digitized artifacts and ensure long-term accessibility and sustainability of the digital collection. Consequently, the Digital Preservation Division has developed a digital preservation program with the intent of developing, implementing, and maintaining this policy framework and its subordinate plans, procedures, and definitions.

1.2 Libraries Infrastructure

The University Libraries consists of five distinct libraries that collectively share in the aforementioned vision and report directly to the Dean of University Libraries. The Libraries system includes the:
- Sterling C. Evans Library & Annex
- Cushing Memorial Library & Archives
- West Campus Library
- Medical Sciences Library
- Policy Sciences & Economics Library

As a collective, the Libraries’ diverse materials and resources are part of a university-level collection and the Libraries’ professional staff and faculty function as part of a campus-wide system facilitating access to and support for said collection. Both resources and staff are dedicated to serving the University’s faculty, staff, students, and community with many of their informational needs. Though the Preservation Unit resides at and primarily operates in
Considerations

- Service options / sustainability
- Content / DP tiers
- Space allocations
- Costs
- Size
- Formats
Implementation

• Planning – T1 content first (DPN)
• Delays
  o Technological
  o Projects
  o Workflows
• Policy refinement
• Maintenance
TDL Digital Preservation Email List

tdl-digipres@utlists.utexas.edu

• Opt in:
  o Get updates about TDL Digital Preservation services
  o Share resources and digital preservation news
  o Find partners for digital preservation grants in Texas
  o Ask and answer digital preservation questions among your Texas peers
  o Showcase your local digital preservation projects
Update from the Dataverse Community Meeting

• Learned about Harvard’s development roadmap, how issues are prioritized and how to best contribute UI improvement requests, code, and bugs
• Met the entire IQSS team in person!
• Met with several potential partners for future work:
  o Digital preservation
  o Bigger data capabilities
  o User statistics tracking and reporting
• Community notes, including mine from both main conference days
2017 TCDL

Post-Conference Update

• 164 Attendees
  • Arkansas, England, India, Indiana, Louisiana, Michigan, New Zealand, Texas
• 65% Proposal acceptance rate
  • 19 Full Presentations, 15 Lightning Round (24x7) Presentations
  • 6 Workshops
  • 5 Group Meetings

TCDL Proceedings: https://tdl-ir.tdl.org/tdl-ir/handle/2249.1/82126

https://conferences.tdl.org
2017 TCDL

Thank You Planning Committee!

• Ramona Holmes (Chair), University of Texas at Arlington
• Eric Ames (Vice-Chair), Baylor University
• Clarke Iakovakis, University of Houston-Clear Lake
• Jeremy Moore, Texas State University
• Kara Long, Baylor University
• Bethany Scott, University of Houston
TDL DSpace Education WG

Training Needs Survey: Final Report

• Available as of May 24, 2017
• Outlines the survey objectives, methodology, results, and recommendations for future implementation of DSpace training at the TDL.

http://hdl.handle.net/2249.1/82158

TDL Groups and Committees: https://tdl.org/members/groups/
2017 Fedora Camp

Registration is now open:

- Hosted by the TDL, UT Libraries, and DuraSpace
- October 16 - 18
  - Perry-Castaneda Library (PCL), UT Libraries, Austin, TX
  - TDL Members may select “Member Rate”
  - Early registration through August 14 (EARLYBIRD)

http://conta.cc/2pDLV12
Save the Date!

South Central States Fedora Users Group Meeting

- **August 23 - 24, 2017**
- Texas A&M University, Medical Sciences Library
  - 202 Olsen Blvd, College Station, TX 77843
- More details and an agenda to come!

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/scs-fedora-users
New Communications Coordinator

- Lea DeForest
  - BA, Cinematography and Film/Video Production, Photography, Screenwriting
  - BFA, Woodworking and Furniture Design
  - MLIS candidate (2017)
  - Since 2012, Fundraising and Communications Coordinator for Literacy First, UT Austin.
TDL Google Group

Contribute to the TDL Community Google Group:

• New projects? Announcements? Hiring? Need help with a software tool? Solving a metadata decision?
• Post to the TDL Community Google Group to spread the word!

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/tdl-community
TDL Forum

Next TDL Forum:

• Wednesday, July 19th | 10:30am – 11:00am
• https://tdl.org/news/events/forum/

• Ideas? Stories? info@tdl.org
Questions and Discussion